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An Analytical Framework for Contemporary Islamic Financial 
Studies: Towards an Integration of Theory and Practice 
with Interdisciplinary Approaches
Nagaoka Shinsuke*
Since the 1970s, Islamic financial institutions have grown rapidly and spread 
widely, now numbering over 300, and operating in 50 countries.  The contemporary 
Islamic financial system consists of both Islamic financial instruments in pre-modern 
era and innovative elements that conform with contemporary economic situations. As 
a result, controversial issues have arisen both in theory and in practice concerning how 
Islamic financial institutions construct and operate their financial services and activities. 
Contemporary Islamic financial studies focus on such issues by various analytical 
approaches, but such approaches don’t appear to grasp fully the diversity of the 
practices in Islamic financial institutions worldwide.  This paper provides an analytical 
framework for contemporary Islamic financial studies in order to grasp such diversity. 
The framework involves analysis of three factors:
1. Conformity of theory and practice in each Islamic financial institution with Islamic 
law (fiqh).
2. Extent of achievement of economic rationality measured by both profitability and 
efficiency.
3. Characteristics of the region where an Islamic financial institution is operating.
By examining the process of co-ordination of these three factors in Islamic 
financial Institutions, I conclude that the analytical framework enables us to describe 
the diversity of the practices in Islamic financial institutions. Furthermore, I suggest 
that this analytical framework is a benchmark for exploring the peculiar concept of 
economy in Islam.
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ʦȋံգࡎ᪃᝔ȍɭȦȩ᠝ˁᅎȦʳɄɭȵ޽ȴɤɛ⏏2) ʚɛ⏋ᗔ᠝ɴȲȦɩʢ “Islamic Banking 
(System),” “Interest Free Banking (System)” ɹ᠝ȵ⏋႕ɴ⏋ჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨɹ֤ᖂೝɴᅎ








᝔ȍɹ᠝ɹьᅎʢᠦ౩ɫȷʳ⏏ʚɛ⏋ˏ̲͞ˏ᠝ɴȲȦɩʢ⏋“Islamic Banking (System)” ɴ
ሂয়ɐʳ “Bank Islāmī” ʦ “Marif Islāmī (Ni.zām Marifī Islāmī)” ɹʭȩɲᝠჼʦ⏋“Interest Free 
Banking (System)” ɴሂয়ɐʳ “Bank Lāribawī,” “Ni.zām Marifī Islāmī Khālin min Fā’idah” ɹʭ
ȩɲᝠჼȵឿʰʶʳ⏏4)
 2) ɛɭȭɽ⏋౗ೣɴȲȿʳ೎ృɹ˓˽͞ͻ͌቉ድɹଁഗȵՀᑘɇʶɩȦʳȏ࣬໳˓˽͞ͻ͌᥻ԎȑȲʭʃȏృ˓˽
͌͞ϟԎȑɫɻ⏋ɗʶəʶȋ˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ȍ␩ནອ 2002: 133␭⏋ȋ˓˽͌͞᪃᝔ȍ␩֓ᚹ 2002a: 99␭ɹᅎ᠝ˁʢɤ
ɩ⏋ፀ 1 ɹͤ̾͡ɴሂয়ɐʳԒࢅȵៗᠦɇʶɩȦʳ⏏ʚɛ⏋̩͌Ͳ͇̝͹̫ͻ˥̒͡⏮˵̝͡ɹᘿೆɹ᧷៱̊˓
̜͡ɻ⏋ȋံգࡎ᪃᝔ᠶȍɫȡʳ␩˵̝  ͡1994␭⏏
 3) ɛɭȭɽ⏋The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Modern Islamic World ɫɻ⏋“Banks and Banking” ɹ᯵ɴȲȦɩ⏋ፀ 
1 ɹͤ̾͡ɴሂয়ɐʳԒࢅȵៗᠦɇʶɩȦ  ʳ[Wilson 1995]⏏ʚɛ⏋“Interest Free Banking (System)” ɻ⏋ჼБ˓˽
͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨɹෙᠦˁ᝔ȩݭغɴᅎȦʰʶʳ⏏ɛɭȭɽ⏋[Uzair 1978; Akhtar 1988; Ahmad 1991] ɹᘿೆؿˁؒ၇⏏




ɌȴɌ⏋ᦏॷɫɻ⏋ԃᖔᇕɴ⏋ᗔ᠝ɴȲȦɩɻ⏋“Islamic Banking and Finance” ʦ “Islamic 
Finance” ɹ᠝ȵᅎȦʰʶ⏋ˏ̲͞ˏ᠝ɴȲȦɩɻ⏋“Marif wa Māl Islāmī” ɹ᠝ȵឿʰʶʳ⏏5) 
ɄɹɄɭɻ⏋ჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨȵঃȼࣙᬖɇʶɩȦȼɲȴɫ⏋য়՟ɹ᪃᝔෌֭ɹБ್ɴɭɰ












ɴ⏋౗ೣ᠝ɫɻȋ˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ȍ⏋ᗔ᠝ɫɻ “Islamic Bank,” ˏ̲͞ˏ᠝ɫɻ⏋“Bank Islāmī” 
ʦ “Marif Islāmī” ɹ᠝ȵᅎȦʰʶɩȷɛ⏏ɌȴɌ⏋ɐɫɴᦚʏɛʭȩɴჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨ
ɹࡸᤋɻ޽ࣦɴʼɛʳɛʠ⏋ГΫɹʭȩɲ᠝ɫᩆᜨลᬠɹ̫͠˛ͻ˹͚ͲɹɐʏɩˁኍɐɄ
ɭɻᯃ।ɴᮑɌȼɲɤɩȦʳ⏏ɗɹɛʠ⏋ᦏॷɻ⏋ᗔ᠝ɫɻ⏋ࡸᤋςкɹᐵዌɭɌɩ “Islamic 
Financial Institutions,” ȡʳȦɻ “Islamic Banks and Financial Institutions” ˁᅎȦ⏋ˏ̲͞ˏ





ɴȲȿʳ “Islamic Bank,” “Islamic Investment Company,” “Islamic Investment Fund,” “Islamic 
Insurance Company” ɹᅎȦ౅ɴɗʶəʶ໤ȩɄɭɴɐʳ⏏ɲȲ⏋ˏ̲͞ˏ᠝ɫɻѳ᭝ɹɄɭ
ˁ “Takāful” ɭ٧ʉɛʠ⏋ȋ˓˽͞ͻ͌ѳ᭝Ц኏ȍɻ⏋ᗔ᠝ɫ “Takaful Company” ɭ٧ʉɄɭ
 5) ᗔ᠝ɹёɭɌɩ⏋[Usmani 2000; Iqbal and Llewellyn 2002] ɹᘿೆؿ⏋ˏ̲͞ˏ᠝ɹёɭɌɩ⏋˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨ
ʦ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᐁཕɴᬠɐʳ቉ድȵʚɭʠʰʶɛ˹͠ͻ̀ɹأೆؿɻ⏋Silsilah al-Dirāsāt al-Marafīyah wa al-Mālīyah 
al-Islāmīyah ɫȡ  ʳ[Al-Bi‘lī 2002a; 2002b] ˁؒ၇⏏
 6) “Bunūk wa Mu’assasāt Mālīyah Islāmīyah” ȵᅎȦʰʶɩȦʳёɭɌɩɻ⏋2001 ॷɴ̫̩ͤͻͲˁೣᨆɭɌɩ៯ጓɇ
ʶɛ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠΥᖔ៿ᡴЦ (General Council for Islamic Banks and Financial Institutions, GCIBFI) ɹˏ͞










































ˤ͌͡ᢱᙢ᪃᝔ (Bank Mīt Ghamr li-l-Tawfīr) ˁ៯ጓɌɛ⏏Υᖔɴ⏋ɄʶȵჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨ
ɹ̮˓ˠ̢ˏᇕࡔܧɭᓒȭʰʶɩȦʳ⏏ɌȴɌ⏋Ʉɹ᪃᝔ɻ⏋̝˓̓ɹᦅ೴ᩆᜨɹ౅িˁ͐








ᢱᩆԇ኏ (Malayan Muslim Pilgrims Savings Corporation, MMPSC) ȵ៯ጓɇʶɛ⏏Ʉɹԇ኏
ɻ⏋1969 ॷɴी኎ዩጓ᧊ᅎݜᩆ (Lembaga Urusan dan Tabung Haji, LUTH) ɴᇍࣙɌɛ␩ᴚ
࣎ 2003: 91␭⏏ɗɌɩ⏋1983 ॷɴɻ⏋͇ͤͻ˹ˏܕԒ՟ɹН෌ᇕ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨɭɌɩ͇ͤͻ
˹ˏ͹˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ȵ៯ጓɇʶɛ⏏Ʉɹ͇ͤͻ˹ˏ͹˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ɴȲȿʳՏᣂւغɹ 
12.5⎾ȵ LUTH ɫȡʳɄɭȴʰɌɩʢ⏋MMPSC ȵ͇ͤͻ˹ˏɴȲȿʳჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨ























ȡʳɭȦȭʳ␩ࢸ೰ 2001: 34␭⏏11) Υ౅ɫ⏋కঌςࢷɴʭʳ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠɹ៯ጓʢሂ๖
ȹ⏋ɗɹΥёȵ͇ͤͻ˹ˏ͹˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ɫȡʳ␩ᴚ࣎ 2003: 92-94␭⏏ʚɛ⏋̜͡˱ɫʢ⏋
1980 ॷБմץɴ⏋য়ಁɹ᱔ሂɫȡɤɛˠ˸͡ȵ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠɹ៯ጓɴዩෑᇕɲ৲ւˁ
ഗɛɌɛ [Baskan 2004: 225]⏏
ፀ 2 ɴ⏋ፀ 4 ๖μആ଍ϝɴЫȩቄໞѝൔɹᲞ᱿ɴʭɤɩ⏋ᅋໞܕˁμਕɭɌɛμആܩݖɴ
ॅᰎɹˠ˓͇̦͡ͻȵ༑ԂɌɛɄɭɫȡʳ⏏႕ɴ⏋೎߂ɹᅋໞܕɫȡʳ˵˗˻ˏ̲͞ˏɭɦɲ
ȵʱɹཉȦН෌ʦϺ႒ȵ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠɹ៯ጓɴ߂ȷɲ৲ւˁഗɛɌɛ⏏1981 ॷɴ៯ጓ




ʳɄɭˁઝܒɌɩȦʳɭᓒȭʰʶʳ⏏DMI ˫͡ͻ̺ɻ⏋2004 ॷɹಁဣɫ⏋7 Ͷܕɴ᪃᝔ʦହ
ᣂЦ኏ɲɰˁيʞ 11 ኏⏃ೣᨆɹ̫̩͇ˁيʞ⏆ȴʰ෯ଁɇʶɩȦʳ⏏13) Ј౅ɫ⏋ؾɍȼ 1982 
ॷɴ៯ጓɇʶɛ˵˗˻ˏ̲͞ˏɹ̋̒͞͹ˏ͡⏮̫͞ˡ͹˫͡ͻ̺ɹᩆᜨᨆᬐɫȡʳˏ͡⏮




ˏɹ˻˙̒̋ˁೣᨆɴᒞȼ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᬖᇍ᪃᝔ (Islamic Development Bank, IDB) ȵ៯ጓɇʶ
 11) ɛɭȭɽ⏋˛˻̺̜͹̶ˎ˓˵͡͹˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ɹ៯ጓ͍Ͳ̫ͻɴɻ⏋˓˽͞ͻ͌਋ᖂ᧊֪ɹΥᓏˁ୊ɤɛ͌
˽͌͠ؾᔟ܎ɹ޽ȼɹ܎ڊȵԂɤɛ [Soliman 2004: 273]⏏ɲȲ⏋ؾ᪃᝔ɭ͌˽͌͠ؾᔟ܎ɹɗɹ৿ɻ⏋1985 ॷɴ
˛˻̺̜కঌɹܦ֐ɴʭɤɩؾᔟ܎ڊɻᦠఔɇʶ⏋θᓔɹᬠѥɻԳȭᦉʞ⏏ʚɛ⏋̋͜͡Ͳ͹˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ɴ
ɦȦɩʢؾ෵ɹϟёɹ୭௎ȵȡ  ʳ[Malley 2004: 191-196]⏏
 12) ɛɭȭɽ⏋ᇍᣱϺɹ 1 Ϻɫȡʳ̩͌Ͳ͇̝͹ˏ͡⏮̶ˎ˓˵͡͹ˏͻ͡͹˵˗ͻ̝ɻ⏋ፀ 3 Б˵˗˻ˏ̲͞ˏܕ
ტ̶ˎ˓˵͡ɹࡎਖ਼ɹ 1 Ϻɫȡʱ⏋DMI ɹ؜ᐿ৲Цᬏˁ֭ʠɩȦʳ␩ቄᅒ 1988: 112␭⏏
 13) DMI ˫͡ͻ̺ɹᐏୠЦ኏ɫȡ  ʳDMI ̜͞˽̜ɹॷ๖ͤͅͻ̜ˁؒ၇⏏
 14) ɲȲ⏋Ʉɹ̋̒͞͹ˏ͡⏮̫͞ˡ͹˫͡ͻ̺ɻ⏋1969 ॷɴ⏋˵ͻ̶͠͹ˏ̸̝˕̒͞ͻ͹ˡͻ͊͡ɴʭɤɩ៯ጓ
ɇʶɛ˫͡ͻ̺ɫ⏋300 ГΫɹН෌ȴʰଁʳॅ߂ភغН෌ɫȡʱ⏋1997 ॷɹ˫͡ͻ̺ԃкɹᐵᣂᅋɻ⏋70 ӜᎦ
̝͡ɫȡʱ⏋ହᣂᰎɻ 9 ӜᎦ̝͡ɴɹʖ  ʳ[Khan 2003: 2]⏏
ᬏࣩ⏧ჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨ቉ድɹɛʠɹՕഓങᏼʛ
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 16) Ʉɹ᯺ᩆᩄɻ⏋য়ಁɹ˛˻̺̜ɴȲȿʳڧ෌᪃᝔ʍɹࢃ៟ɹ᯺ᩆᩄɴሂয়ɐʳ␩࣢ᅒ 1989: 132-133␭⏏















ᬠɹ̶̮˝ͻ͇Ͳ˽ʢੲ׋Ɍɛ [Stiansen 2004: 161-165]⏏ʚɛ⏋ᯊ٨৿ɹ˓͞ͲɴȲȦɩʢី
үᡉܕɭɹ޺ϯᬠѥɹੲ׋ɴʭʳࢪ޺ᢼ౫⏋޺ᢪკ਄ɹέ୷ɴʭɤɩܕԒᐁཕȵжᦜɌ⏋˓˽







ፀ 1 ɴ⏋μആܩݖГ޺ʍɹჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨɹዷᬚᇕୟ߂⏋ɗɌɩ⏋ፀ 2 ɴ⏋˓˽͞ͻ͌
ହᣂ̶ˎͲ̝ʦ˓˽͞ͻ͌ѳ᭝Ц኏ɹሂ๖Ƚ៯ጓɭਸ਼ᦵɲࣙᬖ⏋ɗɌɩ⏋ჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨ
ˁᐏୠɐʳܕ᭬ᇕɲᏼᑩɹୟӱɭȦɤɛᣒᇕୟ߂ȵ୲Ɂʰʶʳ⏏
ፀ 1 ɴɦȦɩɻ⏋1990 ॷБɻ⏋ɗʶГմɴ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠɹ៯ጓȵμആܩݖɫሂ๖Ȧ
ɞГմɹಁೝɭປʏɩ⏋Ʉɹಁೝɴɻ⏋႕ɴആ׫ˏ˻ˏɴȲȿʳ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠɹ៯ጓȵ
ሂ๖Ȧɞ⏏͇ͤͻ˹ˏɫɻ⏋1993 ॷɴံգࡎᩆᜨը঎ɹࢷԂȵಔᦲᩆᜨลᬠɴȲȦɩʢ᠗ʠ
ʰʶɛ [Warde 2000: 126]⏏ɗɌɩ⏋1997 ॷɹˏ˻ˏᦲᢪ׶ลГᭇ⏋Ȧȼɦȴɹಔᦲᩆᜨลᬠ
ˁ఩ჿɐʳ᧌ዐɫ 1999 ॷɴܕԒ 2 ᅱᇿɹ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠɫȡʳ͌ˏ͇̜̒͞᪃᝔ȵ៯ጓ







ɇʰɴ⏋˹̘ˑ̫Ͳ˪͹˫͡ͻ̺ʦ̍˙ͻ˽͹͇Ͳ̩̒̊Ͳ⏋HSBC (Hong Kong and 
Shanghai Banking Corporation) ɲɰɹ๘ᎦᏙɹᩆᜨลᬠɴʭʳ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨᨆᬐɹ៯ᒞʦ⏋
˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠɴʭʳ๘Ꭶఌঊɹᬖ៯ɲɰγᅠᇕɲͤ̾͡ɴȲȦɩʢ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨɹ֪
ȷȵ༎ᇍɴɲɤɩȦʳ [Iqbal and Molyneux 2005: 58]⏏໶ᇿɐʏȷɻ⏋˓ ˧͠˽ɹϟёɫȡʱ⏋
1990 ॷБץɽɴ⏋য়ಁ⏋˓˧͠˽ܕԒڞΥɹ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠɫȡɤɛˏ͡⏮̫͞ˡ͹ͦ
Ͳ̝Ͳ᪃᝔ȵ⏋ᩆᜨ෌֭ˁʠȽɤɩμ߈᪃᝔ɭࢪጓɌɛɄɭɫ௞ᦡˁ৔Ȧʰʶ⏋19) ˓˧͠˽ɴ









͇ͤͻ˹ˏɫɻ⏋1994 ॷɴɻ⏋ܕԒ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨ॑ݭ (Islamic Interbank Money Market, 
IIMM) ȵᬖ៯ɇʶ⏋˓˽͞ͻ͌ହᣂЦ኏ʦ˓˽͞ͻ͌ହᣂ̶ˎͲ̝ɹؚᇰ̶̮˝ͻ͇Ͳ˽ˁ
ᝠɐ୭ధ (RHB Islamic Index) ȵ఩Һɇʶɛ [Warde 2000: 126-127]⏏ʚɛ⏋2001 ॷɴᇍᝠɇʶ
ɛЁ৿ 10 ॷᬚɹ͇ͤͻ˹ˏɹᩆᜨᨆᬐɹ͇˽̊ͻ̺͞ͲɴȲȦɩჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨɹഗɛ
ɐ৲ւȵ৔ᠭɇʶɩȦʳ [Iqbal and Molyneux 2005: 46]⏏ɗʶɴЫɤɩ⏋2002 ॷ 11 ೐ɴɻ⏋
˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨɹ෌֭ԒࢅɹᐏΥᇕɲˤ˓̝͞˓Ͳɹ఩ҺˁςɲᇿᇕɭɌɛܕ᭬ᇕɲᏼᑩɫ
ȡʳ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨ෌֭ࠇڊЦ (Islamic Financial Services Board, IFSB) ˁ៯ጓɌɛ[Iqbal and 
Molyneux 2005: 62-63]⏏ɇʰɴ⏋1989 ॷɴ᱗ཬʦ˹Ͳˤͅͻ͡ɭɲʰʉˠ̶˹͚ˏᩆᜨ́Ͳ
̊ͻɴɲʳɄɭˁʠɊɌɩᬖᇍɇʶɩȷɛ̸͞ˏͲऄˁృɛɴჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨɹᮃዩܩɭ
ɐʳɄɭˁʠɊɌɩȦʳ⏏21)
Υ౅ɹ̫̩ͤͻͲɻ⏋1973 ॷɴ̫̩ͤͻͲᩆᜨং (Bahrain Monertary Agency, BMA) ˁ៯
 19) ɄɹɫȷɅɭɹᰕೢɴɦȦɩɻ⏋NHK ˽̿˹͑͡ȋ˓˽͌͞ȍ̺ͦ˻˙˪  ̜␩2000: 174-176␭ˁؒ၇⏏
















ᜨลᬠȵ 3⏋˓ ˽͞ͻ͌ହᣂ᪃᝔ȵ 17⏋ɗɹЈ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨᏙɹลᬠȵ 6ɫȡʳ⏏23) Ʉɹʭȩ
ɲ̫̩ͤͻͲɴȲȿʳჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨɹᇍࣙˁᢒਐɐʳɫȷɅɭɭɌɩɻ⏋๖ɹ 3 ɦȵ
୲Ɂʰʶʭȩ⏏ፀ 1 ɴ⏋1996 ॷɴ⏋˹̘ˑ̫Ͳ˪͹˫͡ͻ̺ȵЈɹ๘ᎦᏙɹᩆᜨลᬠɴӴᱤ
ȿɩႶጓɌɛ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠ⏃˹̘ˑ͹˓˽͞ͻ͌ହᣂ᪃᝔⏆ˁ̫̩ͤͻͲɴ៯ጓɌɛɄ
ɭɫȡʱ⏋ፀ 2⏋1998 ॷɴ DMI ɭιʉ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠ˫͡ͻ̺ɫȡʳ̋̒͞͹ˏ͡⏮̫
͞ˡ͹˫͡ͻ̺ɹᐏୠЦ኏ˁ̫̩ͤͻͲɴ៯ጓɌɛɄɭɫȡʱ [Warde 2000: 129]⏋24) ፀ 3 ɴ⏋
̫̩ͤͻͲɴɻ޽ȼɹჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨɴᬠʼʳܕ᭬ᇕɲᏼᑩɹ୞ဣȵࡔܧɐʳɄɭɫȡ
ʳ⏏25)
ჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨɴᬠɐʳ೎ృɹ֪كɭɌɩɻ⏋2005 ॷ 6 ೐ɴɻ⏋GCIBFI ȵ⏋1 ॷГ
Ԓɴᣂೣᩆ 10 ӜᎦ̝͡ៀฐɹγᅠ೎߂ɹ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠˁ៯ጓɐʳɄɭˁ౩ʰȴɴɌ
ɛ⏏Ʉɹᩆᜨลᬠɻ⏋҅Ϻكȿɫɻɲȼ⏋γᅠμɹ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠʦ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨ॑




 22) μആܩݖɴȲȿʳᩆᜨɹμਕܩɹው֪ɻ⏋1975 ॷɴࠃʚɤɛ̨̫ͤͲԒ଍ȵ߂ȷȼᬠʼɤɩȦʳ⏏
 23) 2005 ॷ 12 ೐ჼܧɹధࡓɫ⏋˓˽͞ͻ͌ѳ᭝Ц኏ɻ᭑ȼ⏏ధࡓɻ⏋BMA ɹ́ͻ͌̿ͻ  ˻(http://www.bma.gov.bh) 
ˁؒ၇Ɍɛ⏏
 24) 1996 ॷɴ̫̩ͤͻͲɴ៯ጓɇʶɛ˹̘ˑ̫Ͳ˪͹˫͡ͻ̺Ꮩɹ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠɹؿዌɴɦȦɩɻ⏋˹̘ˑ͹
˓˽͞ͻ͌ହᣂ᪃᝔ɹ́ͻ͌̿ͻ  ˻(http://www.citibank.com) ɫተ᠗Ɍɛ⏏
 25) ̫̩ͤͻͲˁ୞ဣɭɐʳܕ᭬ᇕɲᏼᑩɴɻ๖ɹʭȩɲʢɹȵȡʳ⏃ˡ̒˱Ԓɻ⏋๭িؿዌ⏋ᅭዌ⏋៯ጓॷɹ
᯶⏆⏏˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠЦ៟ᇺീล෯⏃Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions, 
AAOIFI, 1991 ॷ⏆⏋˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠΥᖔ៿ᡴЦ⏃General Council for Islamic Banks and Financial Institutions, 
GCIBFI, 2001 ॷ⏆⏋ܕ᭬˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨ॑ݭ⏃International Islamic Financial Market, IIFM, 2002 ॷ⏆⏋ܕ᭬˓˽
͞ͻ͌៿ѝลᬠ⏃International Islamic Rating Agency, IIRA, 2002 ॷ⏆[Iqbal and Molyneux 2005: 60-63]⏏









᭝Ц኏ȵ⏋ɗʶəʶ 99 ኏⏋46 ኏ɫȡʳ⏏27) Ʉʶʰˁ᣸Ɍغʼɓ⏋͇ͤͻ˹ˏɹ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆ




 27) ˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ѳ᭝቉ድଘɹ́ͻ͌̿ͻ  ˻(http://www.islamic-banking.com) ˁؒ၇Ɍɛ⏏






̊Ͳ⏋˽͠͞Ͳˡɹ 4 Ͷܕ⏋ആ׫ˏ˻ˏɻ⏋̸̦͡˓⏋˓Ͳ̝̦˹ˏ⏋͇ͤͻ˹ˏɹ 3 Ͷܕ⏋EU ɻ⏋̚Ͳ͇ͻ
˪⏋̶͞Ͳ˽⏋̝˓̓⏋˓̊͠ˏ⏋͡˪́Ͳ̸͡˪⏋˽˓˽⏋˓˧͠˽ɹ 7 Ͷܕ⏋EU Г޺ɹ͜ͻ̮ͦ̒ɻ⏋ˏ͡
̢̫ˏ⏋ͦ˹ˏɹ 2 Ͷܕ⏋׌Ꭶɻ⏋ˡ̠̋⏋ˏ͍͠ˡغᝓܕɹ 2 Ͷܕ⏋μ׫Ꭶɻ⏋̫̩͇⏋ᗔ᯿̫ͻ˻Ͳᡉऄ⏋
˭˓͇Ͳᡉऄɹ 3 Ͷܕ⏃ܩݖ⏆⏋߂໽िɻ⏋ˠͻ˽̜͞͠ˏɹʛɫȡʳ⏏ɲȲ⏋ܩݖɹՕᰖɻ⏋޺֭ህɹ́ͻ͌
̿ͻ  ˻(http://www.mofa.go.jp) ɴȲȿʳՕᰖ⏃ˏ̶͠ˡ⏋μആ⏋ˏ˻ˏ⏋͜ͻ̮ͦ̒⏋׌Ꭶ⏋׫Ꭶ⏋߂໽ि⏆ˁ





ˏ̶͠ˡ  35  16%
μആ  88  39%
׫ˏ˻ˏ  14   6%
ആ׫ˏ˻ˏ  21   9%
ആˏ˻ˏ   0   0%
EU  33  15%
ɗʶГ޺ɹ͜ͻ̮ͦ̒   1   0%
׌Ꭶ  21   9%
μ׫Ꭶ   9   4%











˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ѳ᭝቉ድଘɹ᠅፤ɫɻ⏋Ꮭ 2000 ӜᎦ̝͡ГΫɫȡʱ⏋29) 2003 ॷɹ IMF ˵ͻ̾
˓ɴʭʳɭᏝ 3600 ӜᎦ̝͡ɭɇʶɩȦʳ [IMF 2003]⏏IMF ɹధғɴਃȭɽ⏋ԃγᅠɹᩆᜨล





̩ͤͻͲɻ9.8⎾⏃1996 ॷ⏆⏋˛˻̺̜ɻ 5.7⎾⏃2000 ॷ⏆⏋̋͜͡Ͳɻ 10.3⎾⏃2001 ॷ⏆⏋
˪˗˙ͻ̜ɻ 15.5⎾⏃1998 ॷ⏆⏋ˡ̊͡ɻ 18.1⎾⏃1997 ॷ⏆⏋˽ͻ̋Ͳɻ 27.9⎾⏃1998 ॷ⏆⏋
̜͡˱ɻ1.8⎾⏃2001 ॷ⏆⏋30) ˏ̸͞᱔ᬏܕᦹ᧷ɻ 7.9⎾⏃1996 ॷ⏆⏋˓˛͍Ͳɻ 4⎾⏃1997 
ॷ⏆⏋͇ͤͻ˹ˏɻ 1.6⎾⏃1997 ॷ⏆ɭɲɤɩȲʱ⏋1 ւ৑ȴʰ 2 ւ৑ɹ˹˙ˏˁკ਄ɌɩȦ
ʳɄɭȵʼȴʳ [Henry and Wilson 2004: 7]⏏
 29) ˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ѳ᭝቉ድଘɹ́ͻ͌̿ͻ  ˻(http://www.islamic-banking.com) ˁؒ၇Ɍɛ⏏
 30) ̜͡˱ɻ⏋2000 ॷɹᩆᜨ׶ลɴʭɤɩ⏋ܕԒ೎߂ɹ˹˙ˏˁ᠔ɤɛ˓̶͞˽͹̶ˎ˓̠Ͳ˽ȵቑᐮɌɛ⏏2000 
ॷ˓̶͞˽͹̶ˎ˓̠Ͳ˽ቑᐮմʚɫɹ̜͡˱ɴȲȿʳ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠɹ᯺ᩆ˹˙ˏɻ⏋3.5⎾ɫȡ  ʳ[Henry 
and Wilson 2004: 7]⏏
ྱ 2̙କᅃҔҩә̴Ӑࣜᄧ࠽ࠖѝмуѽુઊೱ޻
ᩆ ᜨ ล ᬠ ؿ ⏃ॷ⏆ ⏃ᇑΨᎦ̝͡⏆
ˏ̒⏮͞ͻ˻͖̯ͻ᪃᝔͹ହᣂЦ኏ 2004 20,758
˪˗˙ͻ̜͹̶ˎ˓̠Ͳ˽͹̩˗˽ 2004 11,842
͇ͤͻ˹ˏ͹˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ 2005  4,231
̝̫˓͹˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ 2001  4,174
˛˻̺̜͹̶ˎ˓˵͡͹˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ 2004  2,722
̫̩ͤͻͲ͹˹͑ͻ͊͡᪃᝔ 2004  1,613
̋͜͡Ͳ͹˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ 2004  1,591
ˏ͡⏮̫͞ˡ͹̜͡˱͹̶ˎ˓̠Ͳ˽͹̩˗˽ 2004  1,097
̫̩ͤͻͲ͹˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ 2004    676


















































ᣂɲɰɹ෌֭ɻ⏋˵̒͞ͻ̶ (arrāf)⏋ȡʳȦɻ˻̶̫͑̀ (jahbadh) ɭ٧ɽʶʳ෌ᓔȵ୊ɤɩ
















͞ˡߕᏝ⏋͌͞ͻ̫̩ߕᏝ (murāba.hah) ȵ୲Ɂʰʶʳ⏏36) Ʉʶʰɹᩆᜨଝ໬ɻ⏋׬ɴ˓˽͞ͻ
͌ᩆᜨลᬠɴȲȿʳήѵ෌֭ʦ؝ѵ෌֭ɴȲȦɩᅎȦʰʶʳɞȿɫɲȼ⏋˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠ
ɹ៯ጓʦ᧊ۊɴȲȦɩʢᅎȦʰʶɩȲʱ⏋ჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨɹࡸᤋɭɻ⏋Ʉɹʭȩɲᩆᜨଝ
 34) մᓔɹՠໆˁᓒ࢘ɌɛʢɹɭɌɩ [Sponeck 1994]⏋৿ᓔɹࢠჿɹ᧌ዐɹ᠎Ᏻˁ៨ɌɛʢɹɭɌɩ [Usmani 2001] ȵ
ȡʳ⏏
 35) ɄɹဣɴɦȦɩɻ⏋˓˽͞ͻ͌μγرࢃɹ Udovitch ȵ⏋18 γᏛɹץɽʚɫ˓˽͞ͻ͌γᅠɴɻ⏋ᩆᜨลᬠȵɲ




































 37) ɛɭȭɽ⏋˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠɹ៯ጓʦ᧊ۊɻ⏋͌˹͑ͻ͞ˡߕᏝɴʭɤɩ᝔ʼʶʳɄɭȵ޽Ȧ [Siddiqi 1983: 
15-18]⏏









͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨ̺ͦ˻˙˪̜ (Islamic Finance Project, IFP) ɴȲȿʳ՟ೝɹଁഗˁʚɭʠɛ [Vogel 





















 39) 1998 ॷɴ̋͜͡Ͳɫ៯ጓɇʶɛˏ̸͞͹˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ˁʠȽɤɩɻ⏋1980 ॷБ৿ץɹؾܕɫɹ˓˽͞ͻ͌ହ
ᣂЦ኏ɹ߉ఞɴʭɤɩ⏋˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨɹؚᇰਸɴࢪɌɩᆄکȵ୫ɛʶɩȦɛ⏏ɌȴɌ⏋˓˽͞ͻ͌ɹჿਥɹࡸ
ჼ઴ˁᩂែɐʳުȵ⏋ɗɹ៯ጓˁ߂ȷȼ৿େɌɌɛɭᓒȭʳ቉ድʢȡ  ʳ[Malley 2004]⏏
 40) Ʉɹёɻ⏋2004 ॷ 9 ೐ɴ⏋ፆᓔȵ˛˻̺̜͹̶ˎ˓˵͡͹˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ˁ៮ʶɛɭȷɴ⏋ঃݬᨆտᨆᬏɫȡ  ʳ
Abdel Halim Ahmed ລʭʱЯɤɛʢɹɫȡʳ⏏
ᬏࣩ⏧ჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨ቉ድɹɛʠɹՕഓങᏼʛ
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ᖪ߫ɲధғˁ๿ɐᩆᜨลᬠȵ޽ȼឿʰʶɛ⏏Iqbal ɭ Molyneux ɻ⏋ᐵᣂᅋգᇰრ (Return on 
Total Asset, ROA) Ȳʭʃൎςᣂೣգᇰრ (Return on Equity, ROE) ɴɦȦɩ⏋γᅠɹᩆᜨลᬠ
ɹ 1000 ᝔ɹॶܯɭ⏋ៀฐɹ߂ȷȦ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠ 12 ᝔ɹॶܯˁປᥒɌɩȦʳ⏏41) ɗʶ
ɴʭʳɭ⏋ROA ɴɦȦɩɻ⏋1990-96 ॷॶܯ⏋1996-2002 ॷॶܯ⏋1990-2002 ॷॶܯɹȦɑ
ʶˁປᥒɌɩʢ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠɹॶܯғɹ౅ȵΫ܌ɤɩȦʳ⏏42) Υ౅ɹ ROE ɴɦȦɩɻ⏋




















ਃഀɹ቉ድɴࢪɌɩɻ⏋๖ɹ 2 ဣɴࢪɌɩଫՠɐʳɄɭȵخᔨɫȡʳɭᓒȭʳ⏏ፀ 1 ɻ⏋
ೣഀ⏋ჼБ˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨɹࡸᤋɴȲȦɩᝠគΥкɫȡʳɻɑɹ 2 ɦɹᠩᰍɴࢪɌɩ⏋ᅵɲ
 41) Гάɹధғɻ⏋[Iqbal and Molyneux 2005: 79-80] ˁؒ၇Ɍɛ⏏
 42) 1990-96 ॷ⏋1996-2002 ॷ⏋1990-2002 ॷɹγᅠɹᩆᜨลᬠɹΫе 1000 ᝔ɹ ROA ॶܯɻ᯶ɴ⏋1.0⎾⏋1.1⎾⏋
1.0⎾ɫȡʳ⏏Υ౅⏋˓˽͞ͻ͌ᩆᜨลᬠɹ 12 ᝔ɹ ROA ॶܯɻ⏋1.63⎾⏋1.29⎾⏋1.47⎾ɫȡʳ⏏
 43) 1990-96 ॷ⏋1996-2002 ॷ⏋1990-2002 ॷɹγᅠɹᩆᜨลᬠɹΫе 1000 ᝔ɹ ROE ॶܯɻ᯶ɴ⏋15.7⎾⏋

















ȴɴɦȦɩɹᠶ៷ɻʓɭ˃ɰɲɇʶɩȦɲȦ [Khan 1989: 126]⏏ɛɭȭɽ⏋Tariqullah Khan ɭ 
Chapra ɻ⏋͌̋ͻ̫͞ߕᏝȵ⏋˓˽͞ͻ͌γᅠɹ኏Цᇕɲգ਄ɹވᦽˁѦɐʢɹɫȡʳɭᦚ





































































˻͑ͻ͞ߕᏝ (’ijārah) ȵ 50⎾ᦏȦւغˁკ਄ɌɩȦʳ⏏Υ౅⏋׌ᨆ˽ͻ̋Ͳ͹˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃
᝔ɫɻ⏋͌͞ͻ̫̩ߕᏝɻ⏋20⎾ɫȡʱГΫɹ 2 ᝔ɭປʏɩԃкɴװʠʳւغȵࢸɇȦɹɴ
ࢪɌɩ⏋͌˹͑ͻ͞ˡߕᏝȵ 60⎾ˁᣳȭɩȦʳ⏏
 44) ɄɹܒɭങᏼʛɴɦȦɩɻ⏋␩ആᬏ 2002␭ɴ઎ˁ਄ɛ⏏


































 46) ɛɭȭɽ⏋1977 ॷɹ˛˻̺̜͹̶ˎ˓˵͡͹˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ɹ៯ጓɻ⏋1977 ॷɹ႕ա໬ፀ 48 شɹըࡴɴʭɤɩ
خᔨɴɲɤɛ [Soliman 2004: 270]⏏ʚɛ⏋1983 ॷɹ͇ͤͻ˹ˏ͹˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔ɹ៯ጓɻ⏋˓˽͞ͻ͌᪃᝔໬ɹ







































































































 50) ̯͓͡ɴʭɤɩᑂʛՏɇʶɛࡸᣒᇕɲգࡎЊȷɹᩆ᪐ᢸҏˁ᝔ȩ౅໬ɹБᝠёɭɌɩɻ⏋˓ͻ̠؜  ৄ(bay‘ al-‘īna) 
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